Endo Illuminators

MAKING THE DIFFERENCE WITH ENHANCED INTRA-OCULAR ILLUMINATION
Endo Illuminators

Two types of illuminators for enhanced intra-ocular illumination

Features and benefits
→ High light output
→ Enhanced stiffness of 25 G light instruments for better manipulation
→ Panoramic tip for wide field illumination
→ Shielded design to avoid glare
→ Comfortable and sterile connection with Oertli comfort-connector
→ Color coded by gauge size

Endo Illuminator 90°
Endo Illuminator Panorama, shielded

Endo Illuminator 90°, comfort-connector
VV300101
Endo Illuminator 90°, comfort-connector
VV300103
Endo Illuminator 90°, comfort-connector
VV300105
Endo Illuminator Panorama, shielded, comfort-connector
VV300191
Endo Illuminator Panorama, shielded, comfort-connector
VV300194
Endo Illuminator Panorama, shielded, comfort-connector
VV300195

All articles are delivered sterile, single use, box of 10 and are also available in various vitrectomy packs.
Stiff and more rigid 25 G endo illuminators

The 25 G light instruments feature a stiffer shaft design. An additional cannula increases the rigidity of the light pipe and prevents the fiber from bending when manipulating.

Compatibility

The new endo illuminators fit to all existing Oertli light output of the GoodLight LED light sources: OS 4 and Faros anterior/posterior

New comfort-connector for easy handling

The new comfort-connector maximizes light output and allows an easy installation out of the sterile field.

Safe protection and easy preparation

All illuminators will come in a protective packaging. This will facilitate the preparation for the nurse.
Chandelier Illumination

Features and Benefits

→ Extrawide and homogeneous illumination
→ Accurate positioning with bendable loop of the fiber
→ Reliable snap-lock into all Oertli Caliburn trocars
→ Compatible to Oertli Caliburn 23 G and 25 G trocars
→ Precise and comfortable connector to Oertli surgery platforms
→ Postoperative tight incision

Chandelier light with trocar, comfort connector
VV300152

All articles are delivered sterile, single use, box of 10